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SCARM is a set of open source railway components designed for creating and viewing railroads on a virtual working model. It is a virtual software design tool designed to help users make models and view them on a 3D working model. It has been developed for personal use but it can also be used as a model for a virtual presentation. SCARM is a virtual design tool designed to help you design railroad
models and view them on a 3D working model. Features include: ● Creative railway model design ● Large variety of railway track systems ● Drag and drop rail in the working model ● Support for Bachmann G-Large scale, Atlas O Industrial, Lionel O, Hornby OO and Fleischmann HO Profi industrial track systems. Support for more systems will come in the future ● Working model. Create your

model based on different floors, walls or a baseboard and place it in a 3D environment ● Data analysis. Automatically measure the lengths of tracks and gauge stations in the working model ● Quick batch processing ● Track off-road analysis: find the closest curve to a position ● Export file format: PIC, BMP, JPG and EMF ● Hotkeys: hotkeys for easier navigation in the working model ●
Dedicated and easy to use parameter panel ● Working on a virtual working model no software installation or hardware needed. Compatibility: ● Windows 7 / Vista / XP / 2000 / 98 / ME / 95 ● Visual Studio 6.0 / 2005 ● Intel/AMD processor (Core 2 Duo or Athlon Dual CPU) ● 1 GB RAM ● 250 MB available hard disk space ● Internet connection ● DirectX 7.0 or higher System Requirements:
● PC / laptop with Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 ● Pentium processor (Core 2 Duo or Athlon Dual CPU) ● ATI or NVIDIA graphics card ● 3 GB RAM for Windows XP or 2 GB RAM for Windows Vista or Windows 7 ● HDD free space: 250 MB How to Start: ● Open the EXE file, and then download the downloaded file into your computer. ● Once downloaded, unzip the files. ● Start the

executable file. The software will start an installation automatically. ● Follow the installation instructions to finish the installation. ● Run the software. The software will start an opening installation automatically. ● Run the application. Now it should start opening. If not, check the following
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*Minimum installation requirement: Windows Vista/XP SP2 (32/64-bit). *Download the latest release from the SCARM download page, which is updated periodically. *You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. *Our SCARM team is always working to make it more stable and easier to use. You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. Description: *Minimum
installation requirement: Windows Vista/XP SP2 (32/64-bit). *Download the latest release from the SCARM download page, which is updated periodically. *You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. *Our SCARM team is always working to make it more stable and easier to use. You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. Description: *Minimum installation

requirement: Windows Vista/XP SP2 (32/64-bit). *Download the latest release from the SCARM download page, which is updated periodically. *You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. *Our SCARM team is always working to make it more stable and easier to use. You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. Description: *Minimum installation requirement:
Windows Vista/XP SP2 (32/64-bit). *Download the latest release from the SCARM download page, which is updated periodically. *You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. *Our SCARM team is always working to make it more stable and easier to use. You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. Description: *Minimum installation requirement: Windows
Vista/XP SP2 (32/64-bit). *Download the latest release from the SCARM download page, which is updated periodically. *You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. *Our SCARM team is always working to make it more stable and easier to use. You can also download the zip file from the SCARM web site. Description: *Minimum installation requirement: Windows Vista/XP

SP2 (32/64-bit). 6a5afdab4c
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SCARM is a lightweight software application whose purpose is to help users design railroad models and view them in a 3D working environment. Although it comes bundled with many dedicated parameters, it sports a clean and intuitive layout. The program gives you the possibility to choose between a wide range of railway track systems, such as Bachmann G Large Scale, Atlas O Industrial, Lionel
O, Hornby OO, Fleischmann HO Profi, and others. You can drag and drop the tracks directly into the workspace, select a start point, undo or redo your actions, perform basic editing operations (cut, copy, paste, delete), and embed text messages. What’s more, you can create a baseboard, zoom in or out, group objects, align or rotate the components to different angles, and generate HTML reports
which include details about the parts used in your model, such as number, name, scale, producer, and note. Other important features worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to calculate the length of the selected distance, insert bridges and tunnels, fill the selected object with a user-defined color, and increase or decrease the track height. The built-in 3D viewer allows you to rotate the
railroad model to different angles, zoom in or out, take snapshots, make the terrain visible or invisible, as well as pick the measurement unit. Last but not least, you can print or export the models to BMP, JPG, or EMF file format, and use hotkeys for a better control over the entire process. During our testing we have noticed that SCARM carries out a task quickly, provides very good image quality,
and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. It’s friendly with the computer resources, so the overall system performance is not affected. All things considered, SCARM offers a handy set of parameters for helping you design railroad models. SCARM Features SCARM is the fastest of the three products we tested for creating railroad models. The length of the creation process was very
small, and the speed was consistent. All other functions, including the ease of use, can be very positively evaluated. The built-in 3D viewer is easy to use, and comes with an integrated help facility. You can load several railroad track models, select a system, and start using them instantly. The new release of the program shows slight improvements when compared with its previous version. We suggest
downloading the free trial version.

What's New in the?

Scarm is a small CAD-like software app that facilitates the creation and manipulation of railroad models, such as tracks, bridges, tunnels, buildings, points, and signals. All kinds of "railway elements" can be rotated, aligned, and/or grouped together. Consequently, SCARM is also a very useful tool for students looking for a more structured method of creating railroads. Users are also able to zoom in
and out of the model in order to view it in detail, print the objects, or export them to image files, all from the very inside of the program. Other features are available, too: the model can be recorded as a movie, the program can calculate the length of the track, and signals can be created with the help of a user-defined pattern. Scarm is a small CAD-like software app that facilitates the creation and
manipulation of railroad models, such as tracks, bridges, tunnels, buildings, points, and signals. All kinds of "railway elements" can be rotated, aligned, and/or grouped together. Consequently, SCARM is also a very useful tool for students looking for a more structured method of creating railroads. Users are also able to zoom in and out of the model in order to view it in detail, print the objects, or
export them to image files, all from the very inside of the program. Other features are available, too: the model can be recorded as a movie, the program can calculate the length of the track, and signals can be created with the help of a user-defined pattern. Viewing angles for ScaleTrack can be set to: Top, Side, Right, Bottom, Right & Bottom. You can also display the Track on the Top only. You can
view the Track on the side and the bottom only when viewing the Track from the Side and the Bottom. When viewing the Track from the top, it will only display on the bottom and the side. You cannot view the Track from the bottom and the side only when viewing from the top. Viewing angles for ScaleTrack can be set to: Top, Side, Right, Bottom, Right & Bottom. You can also display the Track on
the Top only. You can view the Track on the side and the bottom only when viewing the Track from the Side and the Bottom. When viewing the Track from the top, it will only display on the bottom and
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System Requirements For SCARM:

Minimum: OS: Mac OS 10.6 or higher (recommended) Mac OS 10.6 or higher (recommended) CPU: Quad-core Intel Core i5 or later (recommended) Quad-core Intel Core i5 or later (recommended) RAM: 8GB (recommended) 8GB (recommended) Graphics: 512 MB VRAM (recommended) 512 MB VRAM (recommended) Storage: 4GB available space 4GB available space USB: 1.
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